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ABSTMC’T

Safagwrdo ●yet-s play ● vital dctectioo ●nd deterrence
role ‘.n currant nonproliferation policy. There nafeguardo
nyat~ have davelopod ovar the pa-t thrae decadoo through
the evolution of three ●caential c~nenco: the safeguards/
proccao interface, safeaumdo performance cl itaria, ●nd the
cachnology nececoary to support ●ffective safeguard. Thin
p-per diocuanoo thr. back~ound ●nd hintory of thin ●volu-
timmry proceos, ico mjor davelo~nta and status, and the
future directicn of safeguards oynt= design.

INTRODUCTION

The 1968 Treaty on the Wn-Proliferation of Nuclear We#poncl emphaoizee the need for
●ffective safegusrda cyoteaa. Article- I ●nd II of the trsaty prohibit signatories frmn
tranaferrinE nuclaar mapona or ●xplooiveo deviceo, control, or ●naiotance between nuclear
weapono atateo and norrnuclaar w+ooa ctates. Article III, paragraph 1 requirea that each
non-nuclear Wmpons state, ●ccording to the treaty, ●ccept ●qf,guarda “for the ●xclusive
purpose of varificatiom of the fulfillment of it- obligation- ●aomed undtir this Treaty
with a view to pteventi~ divaroion of nuclear energy from peaceful uoea to nuclear weapona
or other nuclear ●xploniva devicas.” Thus , the obje~tive of aafeguarda, so ●n inctrment
of nonproliferation policy, is “the timely detection of diversion of significant quantities
of nuclear -t6rial . . . and deterrence of such diversion by the risk of early detection,”z

For nearly 35 yaaro since the first nuclear weapona ●xplooion, three questions have
been continuously debated: what affect- do cafaguarda have on nuclemr tacilitieo, how well
rhould a~feguardo perform, ●nd how well can aafc~uards perform? We shall ●xamine the back-
ground, hi-tory, md otatut of cheaa =aa queationo by considering three evoluciontry
aopects of o~feguardo nyotest: (1) the ●afcguards/proce#a interface, (2) ●afeguarda per-
formance criteria, ●nd (3) oafe~mrdo technology. Our point of view will be primarily that
of materiala ●ccounting, recogmicirq that physical protection ●nd containment/surveillance
are vital parto of ● ●ffoctiva, c~latc ●y0t9m.

T’ES EMECUMDS/PitOG’ESS INTERFACC

The follming •~lo, dravn frm the ●arly hintory of the nuclaar ●ge ●nd the Los
Alsmoa Scientific Laboratory, illuotrateo tha ●volving thinking of facility operatoro con-
carned ●bout nuclear materialo ●ccounting. E9gimning in 1943, the fir-t work with plutonium
was done on ● small •eal~ with ● diotinct flavor of ●xperimantaliam. Bach ●xperiment alvaye
lod to qumntitatin analyoao of faod, product, ●nd aidectreams bacause of the chemiot’s
deaira for undorotmding. Thaae cmprehensiva ●nalynao wrc frequently used to draw mate-
rialo balanccn, but the prmadurco wre not called ●ccountability.

Aa tha quantity of plutooi~ increaaed, more detailed accounting ayatevm becme necea-
nary. A bookkeeping oyutm wac ●otabliahad, ●nd radioactive matarial waa tranoferrgd from
one ●rea to ●nothar, fr- mot poraon to ●nothor, ●o if the radioactive material were capable
of baing countad like pannioa in ● bank. But it wacn’t. Diocrete itemo or itamo amenable
to precine chemical analyoa~ were tranafened without too much difficulty. Reciduen ●nd

kork performed under tha au.picao of tha U8 Departm.ant of Enargy, Office of Safeguard ●nd
Security.
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wastes in a heterogeneous matrix were a different matter because of the impoesi>ility a!
ohtainiktg a representative sample. There were, of course, no instruments for quantitative
nondestructive ●ssay.

Because waetes could not be ●sssyed, it was ●lways poseible that some significant amount
of plutonim might go out in ● box of waate or trash. Consequently, in 1949 LASL designed,
built, ●nd installed a neutron counter using BF~ tubes to detect neutrons emanating from
each box and container leaving the plant. Although the measurement wasn’t quantitative, it
did give assurance that only small counts (less than 0.5 gm) were in the containers. In
●ddition, no portable, quantitative gamna survey instruments were ●vailable, so that the
guards had to rely on visual examination of people and items leaving the facility.

The plutonium content of procese residues was another matter of great concern because
of accounting requirements imposed by LASL snd the USAEC. The plutonium content of hetero-
geneous residues was difficult to measure; consequently, it was decioed ●arly in 1949 to
keep reaiduee segregated ●ccording to generator. The residues were stored in segregated
groupa until a proceaa unit could be dedicated to processing a block of these residues.
Each group of residues was designated aa a “receipt ●raa” ao that data could be properly
credited to the group by referrhg to that receipt ●rea number.

The process data were recorded in log books, and transfers of plutonium were recorded
on receipts. It was a alov and !.aborious proceaa to make the final ●valuation and to cal-
culate inventory differences, rld there waa no practical way to obtain interim numbers,

In 1958 and 1959 as ● result of a study of the data gathering and analysis process,
several concluaima were reached: (1) Accountability data ●nd process data were often the
●zme. (2) The ●Ripper ●nd receiver were documenting the transfer by each recording the
same data. (3) Compilation and ●valuation of hand-logged data was slow and subject to
●rror. (4) Good nroceas data, criticality control d~ta, and accountability data could not
exist independently. It waa then decided to design and establish an ●utomated data pro-
cessing system to addresa the above considerations, The data necessary to document each
transfer were selecte(;. The number of fields had to be restricted so that all the data
would fit the 80-colwsrm format norwally available ●t that time on punched cards. After
many iterationa, ● fotmat was chosen and & system was put into oparation in 1960. The
initial printouta ●re described in LA-2662.3 This ayatem was used as a recording docu-
ment virtually unchanged for more than 17 yeara. There were, however, the development and
uee of ●n increaaed ntmber of sorting programa and printouts that served many coincident
process and accountability needs.

As interest in ●dfeguarda increaaed, it wca realized that quick recall ●nd ●nalyses of
data were necessary for the timely review of inventory differences. The main drawback was
that data recall had to ●wait the hi-weekly printout, ●lthough special printouts could be
obtained on 4 hours notice, but at the expense of ●ccumulating huge stacks of paper. Timely
access ●nd review waa ●lso the desire of procees ●ccountability and criticality managers.

The desire for timelineaa led to the dedication of a computer to data acquisition and
handling, with remote terminals in the plant connected to the computer, The result waa a
dynamic materiala ●ccounting system that collected process ●nd ●ccountability data and
immediately updated the inventory file. The system would be invaluable to process people,
and when NDA equipment could be developed and installed bstwsen materiala balance areas, it
would be invaluable fm improved ●afeguarda, Such a system is now being installed, tested,
●nd improvad ●t TA-55, the new plutonium procaaaing facility at Los Alamos.4S5

From this example, we can ●ee four main reaaona, other than for aafeguarda, why facility
operators are keenly interested in materiala ●ccounting: (1) production control, (2) sup-
plier/cuatmer interactiuna, (3) safety, including criticality control, and (4) regulatory
requirements imposed to meet ●eternally genarated criteria. Thus, materials accounting is
intimately related to bcth process control ●nd safeguards, ●nd both ●cts of considerations
must be taken into ●ccount !n ●ny cogent safeguard aystema design.

Integrating Materiala Accounting ●nd Proceaa Design

Good materials ●ccounting depends on the ability to draw materials balancea having
●cceptably 10V uncertainties. That ia, tha ~uclaar material must be measurable, which haa
important izsplicationa for proceaa design. For example, proceba ●quipment must be con-
structed ●o that significant ●mounts of material ●re not “hidden” in locstiona inaccessible
for meaaurementa. In th= paat, equipmant waa often not designed with this constraint in
wind ●nd instrumentation for measuxing material residing inside proceaa vessels wan unavail-
able. These limitation have forced the materials ●ccounting system to rely on cleaning
out the process, i.e., doing ● physical inventory, before ● materiala balance could be
drawn.

.
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Oftentimes, procecs operating procedure have significant impacts OP t’~e performs-rice OR

the materiale ●ccounting ●ystem. For ●xample, buffer tanks occasionally have input and
output tranafars that occur aimultaneoualy, which severely limi?.a the ability to infer che
trsnsfers from level ●nd consentratxon measurements made on the tank, On the other hand,
if input ●nd output transfers da not occur simultaneously (e.g., if the tank is “batched”),
then obt.in.ng the ●r-nsfer measurements is relatively straightforward.

The ●xamples ●h. that ● great deal of thought must be given co designing the process
for improved ●afegu..is *..; :~ocaas operations, two compatible and mutually supportive
requirements. This is a relatively timple matter at the design stag? of the process, tut
much more difficult ●nd costly after the facility has been built. It is imperative, there-
fore, that the safeguards ●nd process viewpoints be integrated at the earliest stages of
facility design. Furthe=ore, it is often true thet featux important to materials
●ccounting are the ‘tdeaiSner’a choice” with respect to the process and could have been
changed had safeguards been a factor.

International Safeguards Considerations

The implementation of international safeguards contributes additional complexities to
the safeguards/process interface, By statute, the IAEA performs independent verification
activities to ●zrive at a technical conclusion on “the ●mount of material unaccounted for
over a specific perioti, giving the Iinits of accuracy of the amounts stated.”z These
activities ●ra based on tha “use of matarial ●ccountancy as a safeguards measure of funda-
mental importance, with containment &nd surveillance ●s important complementary measu~es.”z
Thus ●ll the process design features relevant to safeguards discussed above are important,
and there are several additional factora, such ●s proprietary information and questions of
national sovereignty.

To fulfill iza verification responsibilities, the IAEA is both allowed and required to
take ●amplao, make independent meaaurementa, check ●tandarda, ●nd exam$.ne records and re-
ports. These ●ctivities raquire that the IAEA have accesa to the so-callej strategic
pointa, which include key measurement point- used by the Agency for drawing materiala bal-
●rices and pointa where containment/surveillance meaaurea may be axecuted. That is, the
1AM’s ●ctivities may be considered, by some ●t least, to be intrusive, Thz degree of
intrusiveneaa to ● large extent will depend upon the capability of the facility’a materials
●ccounting system ●nd on the inopector’a confidence that he can ascertain vhether or :.. .
the facility is being operated ●a declared. Both of these criteria depend heavily on the
process dmaign ●nd must be incorporated ●arly in the design stage.

PERFORMANCECRITERIA

Performance criteria for materials ●ccounting systems have alao evolves. We will con-
●ider first the US domestic requirements ●nd then discuss the proposed IAEA goals.

US D~estic Requirements

In recognition of the limitation of matariala ●ccounting, regulatory requirements in
the US have specified that matarials balaneea ehould be drawn i!mnedi.ately following a ahut-
dovn-cleanout physical invantory. A minimm physical inventory frequency has also been
specified depending on the type of facility. For axampla, reprocessing planta must take a
physical invantory ●nd draw a materials balance at least onca every aix moncha. In addi-
tion, the uncertainty ●aaociated with the materiala balance is ●lao specified. In the
reprocasaing plant example, the matariala balance uncertainty (the limit of errof of the
matarial unaccounted for) ●uet be lees than 1% of throughput.6 Although these require-
manta have been deemed adequate in the paat, the ●dvent of large, high-throughput facilities
requiraa that new criteria be conniderad.

Clearly, the current regulation hava limitations in timeliness ●nd ●enaitivity. In a
1500~etric ton/year raproceesing plant, ● diversion of 75 kg of plutonitmn is the nominal
amount that ehould be detectad, ●nd that only after 6 months. In addition, the merits of
specifying dataction sensitivity ●a ● fraction of throughput are still being deba?ed. On
the one hand, a relative rriterion ●aams inappropriate if the diversion quantity of intereat
ia in ●baolute terms. (m the ~tfier hand, an ●bsolute criterion appears to favor small
facilities, which ●re ● mmically less ●ttractive.

,
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These changing perceptions have indeed resulted in increasing reconsideration of both
the forms and the values of performance cxiteria. It is a continuing struggle to formulate
perfol,aance requirements that both meet our perceived needs and are achievable with reasn~-
●ble extrapolations of current technology.

IAEA Requirements

At the current time, performance criteria for IAEA safeguards @re still b~ing developed.
However, criteria have been proposed for “timely detection” ●nd “significant quantities”
●nd have been ●uthorized by the Director General of the 1AM for use by the Agency in its
safeguards syntem.7 The definition of significant quantity is related to the quantity of
special fissionable material required for ● single n’uclear explosive device. For ●xample,
a significant quantity of plutonium is generally taken to be ei~ht kilograms. 7*8 Timely
detection depends on the “conversion time” for a particular materiel and has been define~
as the minimum time required to convert different forms of nuclear material to metallic
components of a nuclear ●xplosive device. Thus, for plutonium oxide, nitrate ~80ther pure
compounds, the estimated conversion time is on the order of one to three weeks. ,

The IAEA assumes that proliferation occurs when a single nuclear explosive is acquired.
Therefore, to counter the range of possible diversion scenarios the proposed MEA criteria
have been aet at detecting 8 k of plutonium diverted over any period of time from one to
three weeks up to one year. 7S* That is, rhe Agency must treat both abrupt and protracted
diversion scenarios, and ttle time allotted to detect these diversion scenarios is one to
three weeks following completion of the diversion,

Given the current capabilities of the IAEA safeguards system and the facilities it has
to safeguard, which currently ●re all low-throughput facilities, these are reasonable and
achievable criteria. However, the large-throughput facilities on the horizon require con-
tinued attention to technology development.

TECHNOLOGICALDEVELOPMENTS

Improved Instrwmentat;.on

We have seen that in the early daya very little inatrumentation, particularly NCA, wss
available. However, tremendous strides have been made in recent yeara.* New NDA instru-
m~nts routinely make measurements of much tcter than 1% precision and accuracy on man.,
types and forms of nuclaar materials.9~10 Large improvements have been made in the abil~
ity to assay such difficult items ●s waste containers ●nd spent fuel.~1~12 In uGJition,
thesi measurements can be made in a timely fashion and on the ●pot. 13 To satisfy the
needs of IAEA inspectors, portable versions of these instruments have been developed, such
as a high-level neutron coincidence counter that folds up into a sJitcaae. 14,15

At the same time measurement capabilities are being improved, the instruments are being
tested, ●valuated, and damonatrated in operating environments. For example, an absorption-
edge densitometer is being installed ●t the Japanese reprocessing plant at Tokai, and IAEA
inspectors routinely uae ● multitude of portable hand-held unita in their inspection activ-
ities.

Near-Real-Time Accounting

To mee: the changing performance criteria diacuaeed ●bove, near-real-time accounting
concepts and systems ●re being developed in preparation for the construction of new high-
t;lroughput facilitiaa.~6-~9 The ●aeential featurt of near-real-time accounting is the
●bility to obtain ●n ●stimate of the inventory of nuclear material in the process without
having to resort to ● phyoical inventory. Thio ●bility is desirable because it greatly
improves timeliness ●nd sensitivity, and it ia made possible by the ongoing inetrumentation
development work diacuased previously. In conjunction with n~ar-real-time accounting,
sophisticated data ●nalysia methods, which we call decision analysis, 20-23 make most
●ffective use of the vaat amount of new information that will be ●vailable. The decision
●nalyais technique treat the data ●a ● ●ggregation rather than ●s individual materials

~he references cited in this se~tkon ●re only ●xamplea of those available, A complete
list would be much too long for this paper. See the cited works for additional references,

.
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balances to provide the best ●chievable sensitivity to diversion in any scenario. Tne
decision ●nalysis techniques ●lto provide quantifiable nmaures of ayatema performance ant
● defensible baaia for ●ction.

The coets of these improvements, surprising though $.t may ●aam, are not large. It is
often true that near-real-time materiala accounting can be ●ccomplished with very few addi-
tional inatrumenta, including upgredea of procena control measuramenta, ●dded to that
instz.mentation already necemary for properly performing conventional materiala accounting.
Likewise, the ●dvanced dmte ●nalymia techniques merely mske better use of the information
that should ●lraady be ●vailable for the more traditional ●nalysis methods.

Systems Design Approach

All these technological developmanta must be folded Logether to form a coherent safe-
guard ●yatam. That ia, we must have ● systematic approech to safeguards and facilitv
design. This ●p-:roac~ haa been developed through numarous interaction with the safeguards
crmnnunity ●nd the process designers, and haa been reported in several documents. 16-19,24,25

Although many atepa must occur io a auccesaful system design, one step stands out as both
the moat difficult ●nd the moat useful: computerized modeling and simulation of the facil-
ities ●nd safeguards systems. This ia true for a heat mf reaaona, including coat, time,
and unavailability ●nd inflexibility of operating facilities. This approach allows the
investigation of ideaa that would be impossible to try in ●ctual facilitiaa. We must con-
stantly keeF in mind that the results are only ●s good aa the information we put in. For
this reason, ●ny modeling and aimulaticn ●ctivity must be base? on a specific reference
process ●nd must, of necessity, involve the cooperation ●nd participation of the process
deaignera.

For materials accounting, the modeling ●nd aimulatior epproach requires a detailed
dynamic model of the process based on ●ctual process daaxgn data. Design concepts are
evolved by identifying key measurement points and appropriate measurement techniques, com-
paring possible materiala accounting ●trategiea,developing ●nd testing appropriate data
analyaia ●lgorithm, ●nd quantitatively ●valuating the capability of the proposed materials
●ccr,unting *yatem to detect laaaes. By using modeling ●nd simulation techniques the effects
of proceaa ●nd measurement variations over long operating periods and for various operating
modes can ba studied in a short time.

CONCLUSION

Examination of these three a*pecta of safeguards makea ●violent their dynamic, evolu-
tionary, ●nd intercalated naturea. Facility operators are always interested in making the
best use of ●vailable materials ●ccounting capability. Performance criteria are changinp
to provide better protection ●gainst perceived threata and to make the most effective uae
of current technology. Both these ●apecta have apurred the development of the third: tech-
nological ●dvancea in safeguards. All three ●specta must play a major role in safeguards
systcm deaigna for future high-throughput facilities.

At the conceptual level, future ●ctivities will be ●imed ●t international safeguards.
The implementation of these concepts in the international context, however, must await dem-
onstration end evaluation of ●dvanced aafeguarda ayatams in a benign but realistic environ-
ment.
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